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Chapter! 

Introduction 

The Behavioral Simulator Helix supports simulation of hierarchically-specified designs. 
Structure (Schematic) and Behavior (Models) for a design are entered separately into 
the HELIX system. See figure 1.1. 

Design 

Database 

SIMLINK 

Simulator 

Result 

Database 

Model 

Database 

14---1 Control Commands 

Figure 1.1: The HELIX System. 

All models are created by the user or are extracted from standard model libraries. All 
models for the Helix system are encoded in HHDL (Hierarchical Hardware Description 
Language). The major part of generating a helix simulator is to describe models in 
this description language HHDL, which is an extended PASCAL version. 

For the support of describing models in this language HHDL an environment is gen
erated from an environment specification. The environment generator is called PHIL, 
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the specification language is called Philgram. This environment specification contains 
three layers: 

• Object Layer 
• Context Layer 
• Interaction Layer 

The first layer defines the structure of HHDL programs. The second layer defines some 
context sensitive checks which take care of type consistency in the environment. The 
third layer defines how the user may interact with the environment. 
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Chapter 2 

Helix Structure Manipulation 

2.1 The HHDL BNF specification 

The environment is familiar with the structure of HHDL programs, so the user does 
not really have to know the exact HHDL constructions. The HHDL BNF specification 
used, is given in appendix B anyway. 

2.2 The Helix Object World 

In the Helix environment there is a notion of structure. HHDL programs are interally 
and externally represented as a general tree structure. All items, i.e. statements, 
identifiers, programs etc., that can be present in this tree (subtrees) are called objects 
and the tree is called the object world. There are four classes of objects: 

• Structures 
• Sequences 
• Primitives 
• Constants 

Structure class objects are defined to consist of a fixed number of subobjects. An 
example of a structure class object is an if-then statement. Sequence class objects are 
defined to consist of an arbitrary number of subobjects. A statement-list is an example 
of such a class. Primitives and Constants don't have any substructure and are called 
the leaves of the tree. An example of a primitive is an identifier. The string" <" is an 
example of a constant class object. 

Furthermore some sorts are specified in the Helix world. Sorts specify sets of objects. 
An example of a sort specifier is the sort statement which is defined to be the set of 
if-then, wMle-do, assign, etc. statement. 

There is always one object present in the Helix world, the so called top-obiect. HHDL 
objects, especially modules and packages, are created by expansion of this object. What 
this means is explained. 

Lets suppose the user creates an if~then statement. This object is represented on the 
screen as: 
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IF <EXPRESSION> THEN <STATEMENT> 

What we see is a structured object containing two so called meta.-objects. These 
meta-objects serve as blue-prints, place holders for an expression and a statement 
respectively. The structure is given by the environment, programs must be stepwise 
refined by the user which manipulates the tree structure. Manipulation of objects will 
always result in one of the following actions: 

• replacement of one object by another 
• the addition of an object, or the removal of an object 

The complete HHDL syntax is present in the Helix Environment and can be manip
ulated by means of executing commands. The use of commands is explained in this 
chapter. 

2.3 Planes and Panes 

The Helix environment runs on a VAX/VMS, a SYMBOLICS workstation, or a SUN 
workstation. The user interface (third layer) however is defined for SUN workstation. 
HHDL objects are represented in a SUNVIEW plane on a SUN workstation. The 
default Helix plane defined is shown in figure 2.1. 

Plane operations ( Qult ) ( Save I ( Mode ) ( Create) ( Select) ( Write 1 ( Clear 
Ccmnand: fj Ie: • No message 

,Helh operations ~ 
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Inde. • 

lext window control : 
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focus control 
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[lp )( ~own 

[eft I( Right 

Search: 
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I ~.pand If Ki' , 

( l!9!1ove II rrame 

( !lefore )[ Aher 

~opy If Yank 

Figure 2.1: The default plane. 
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What we see is one plane which consists of five subplanes called: The Main Pane, 
The Text Pane, The Plane Operations Pane, The Helix Operations Pane, and the The 
Control Pane. The function of these panes are explained in the following sections. 

2.3.1 The Main Pane 

The main plane is used to represent the helix tree, or part of it. The left and right 
button of the mouse can be used in the scroll-bars to scroll through the representation. 

Objects are normally represented in a normal font. In the Helix environment the user 
generally manipulates objects. It is however allowed to manipulate text too. An object 
can be framed, i.e. internally translated to a text string, and will then be represented 
on the screen in a different font. All objects can be framed by means of the FRAME 
command which will be explained later. Meta objects can also be framed by simply 
typing some text on the keyboard. 

Framed object do not fit in the object world directly. They must be parsed to an 
object before they are restored in the world as a real helix object. This parsing will 
only succeed if the object representation is syntactically correct. 

Syntactically incorrect objects are coloured, i.e. they are printed on the screen in a 
different font by internally defined evaluators. The user will immediately see if some 
mistake has been made and must take action to correct it. 

The representation of all objects in the main pane depends on the mode that is set by 
the user by means of the MODE command which is explained in section 2.3.4. 

2.3.2 The Control Pane 

In the control pane, some devices are available to the user of the environment. Com
mands can be executed by pressing one of the buttons in this pane or by selecting 
one of the options given if one of the text fields text window control, Focus control or 
<PROGRAM>, is selected with the left button of the mouse. 

2.3.2.1 Moving through the object tree 

An object can be selected with the mouse by pointing to it and pressing the left button 
on the mouse. The helix object world is a general tree structure. One can move through 
the tree by pressing one of the four buttons: Up, Down, Left, and Right. The text given 
under the Focus control field indicates which object is the current object selected. 

• Up. Moves the focus to the parent of the current object. 
• Down. Moves the focus to the firts son of the current object. 
• Left. Moves the focus to the object to the left of the current object. 
• Right. Moves the focus to the object to the right of the current object. 
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2.3.2.2 Focus control 

Selection of this field with the left mouse button creates a pullup window from which 
an alternative has to be chosen. The alternatives are given in appendix E. 

• SHADO W-FOCUS. Objects can be shadowed, i.e. they can be replaced by means 
of the shadow-focus command. The representation of and object is replaced by 
a default string" ... " (three dots) to get a better view on another object. How 
the shadow string is replaced by another string, is explained in chapter 5. 

• FULL-FOCUS. The full focus command redisplayes the current object, un-shadows 
shadowed objects, and removes optional objects. 

• DISPLA.Y OPTIONALS. Some subjects are defined to be optional in the defini
tion of an object. The else part e.g. in a .f-then statement is such an optional 
object. Optional objects are normally not displayed if an object is created. To 
see these optionals the display-optionals command is used. Optional objects can 
be "removed" from sight by using the full-focus command. 

• DESCRIBE-CLASS. The describe-class command can be used to obtain a short 
documentation string on the current object. This string will be displayed under 
the Focus control field in the Control pane. 

• DESCRIBE-SORT. The describe-sort commands gives a short documentation 
string on the current object. 

• COUNT-LINES. Counts the lines a representation of an object has. 
• COUNT-OBJECTS. Counts the number of subobjects an object has. 

2.3.2.3 Search 

Some search commands can be used. See appendix F. 

• NEXT-META. Looks for next meta object in the tree. 
• PREVIOUS-META. Looks for previous meta object in the tree. 
• NEXT-PRIMITIVE. Looks for the next primitive object in the tree. 
• PREVIOUS-PRIMITIVE. Looks for the previous primitive object in the tree. 
• NEXT-FRAME. Looks for the next framed object. 
• PREVIOUS-FRAME. Looks for the previous framed object. 
• PHIL-MATCH-FORWARD. Looks for the next object with the same structure 

as the object selected with the SELECT-PATTERN command. 
• PHIL-MATCH-BACKWARD. Looks for the previous object with the same struc

ture as the object selected with the SELECT-PATTERN command. 

2.3.2.4 Focus operations 

Some pullup focus commands can be selected. See appendix G. 

• WRITE-OBJECT. Write current object to file. 
• INSERT-FILE. Insert file in current object. 
• SELECT-PATTERN. Select a pattern to be used with the commands PHIL

MATCH-FORWARD and PHIL-MATCH-BACKWARD. 
• SHOW-PATTERN. Show selected pattern. 
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2.3.2.5 Manipulation of objects 

Some more commands that work on the current object are the following commands: 

• Expand. Expand the current object. 
• Kill. Kill the current object. 
• Remove. Remove the current object from the sequence. 
• Frame. Frame the current object. Parse" object-string" by pressing the right 

mouse button. 
• Before. Insert an object in the sequence before the current object. 
• After. Insert an object in the sequence after the current object. 
• Copy. Copy the current object to the kill list. 
• Yank. Look for object of the correct class on the kill list, and place it in the 

current object. 

Objects that are framed or killed are moved to the so called frame and kill list respec
tively. The Kill, Yank, and Copy command make use of these lists. One can take a look 
on those lists by means of the command SELECT-APPLICATION. See section 2.3.4. 

The Expand command can also be executed by pointing to a meta object and pressing 
the middle mouse button. 

The commands listed above can be executed in a different way too. By pressing the 
right mouse button in the main pane one gets a pullup-menu with the same alternatives. 
See appendix J. 

2.3.2.6 Text window control 

The text window control commands work on the text pane of the default helix plane. 
See appendix D. 

The command LOAD-FILE loads a file into the text pane, and the WRITE-FILE 
command writes the text to a file. 

The four buttons are explained: 

• Reset. Clears the text pane. 
• Eval. Evaluates the string given in the text window in a Lisp interpreter. 
• Store. Stores the text given in the text window as comment to a node (an object) 

of the helix tree. This string will be displayed if that object is selected. 
• Insert. Insert the text given in the text pane in the current object. 

2.3.3 The Text Pane 

The text pane, with the vertical scroll-bar, is used by some helix interaction com
mands. A real editor can be created by means of the GET-EDITOR command which 
is explained in section 2.3.4. 
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2.3.4 The Plane Operations Pane 

The SELECT-APPLICATION commands can be chosen from the list given if Plane 
operat£ons is selected, to take a look at the kill list or the frame list. All objects that 
were framed in the past are listed on the frame list. Killed objects are listed on the 
kill list. The command YANK can be used to retrieve objects from these lists. The 
DEFINE-APPLICATION command is not explained here. See appendix C. 

Some commands can be executed by pressing a button: 

• Qus"t. Exit the Helix world and save the current object tree. This tree will be 
used in future manipulations. 

• Save. Save the world to disk. 
• Mode. Select one of the representation modes defined for HHDL objects. Three 

modes are available: short, meds"um, and default. 
• Create. Create a new plane for the current object. All representations in the 

created planes remain consistent. If creation of a new plane fails, then 'quit' the 
planes that are not used at that moment. 

• Select. Select one of the planes created. 
• Wrs"te. Write object-tree to a file. File-name is defined iby the user in the File 

field of the Plane operations pane. 
• Clear. Clear the kill history and the frame history. 

Three modes are available for the representation of HHDL objects. Objects may be 
represented in different windows and in different modes. All representations remain 
consistent with the internal representation. 

2.3.4.1 Short Mode 

The short mode is especially defined for the representation of the top object. The 
represenation of <HHDL_PROGRAMS> in this mode only gives the names of the 
modules and packages that are defined by the environment user. Module names and 
Package names can only be defined in this mode. The names given in other represen
tation modes are copies of the names defined in short mode. This mode can be used 
to get an overview of the defined packages and modules. 

2.3.4.2 Medium Mode 

The Medium mode is especially useful to get a list of function names, procedure names, 
comptype and subprocess names. 

2.3.4.3 Default Mode 

The default mode is used to really (object-)edit the model descriptions, and gives full 
detail on HHDL objects. 
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2.3.5 The Helix Operations Pane 

All commands described until now are commands defined in the Phil House Style 
(PHS), a predefined set of commands and interaction facilities. Some HELIX, or 
better, HHDL specific commands have been defined: 

• Manual. A manual button is avialable to give some documentation on HHDL 
objects. The user may type a string in the index field of the Helix operations 
pane and press the Manual button. Documentation is displayed in the text pane. 
If documentation is needed on an object in the world, then the index field must 
be deleted, an object must be selected and the Manual button must be pressed. 
Documentation is again given in the text pane. 

• Type. Most mistakes made in the description of models in HHDL, are type errors. 
The Type command is created to give some type information on the current 
object. With this information the user should be able to correct most of the type 
mistakes made in his model descriptions. Type information is displayed in the 
field to the right of the Type button in the helix operations pane. The format of 
all the type specifications that are allowed in HHDL are given by appendix A. 
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Chapter 3 

Messages and Error Indications 

The Helix Environment gives warnings and messages to the user f and colours objects 
if certain rules are violated. Coloring of objects means that they are displayed in 
certain font which differs from the normally used font. Warnings and messages, given 
in a special message field in the plane operations pane, are not persistent whereas the 
coloured objects remain coloured until their colours are reset by an internally defined 
evaluator. Objects that are not coloured are syntactically correct objects. With most 
coloured objects, a message is associated. H such an object is selected, a (persistent) 
message is given in the text pane, which gives information about the error the user has 
made. 
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Chapter 4 

Getting Help 

Three kinds of help are available for the user of the environment. The first gives 
information about commands in the environment. All commands available are given 
in [userman.txt], but an on line command description can be asked for, by means of 
the command DESCRIBE· COMMAND. This command is executed by selecting the 
field Command: in the Plane operations pane. By e.g. typing the string DESCRIBE 
and selecting the DESCRIBE-COMMAND, typing a substring of the command you 
want documentation on, you get a short command description. 

The second kind of help you can get is information on HHDL objects. An explanation 
of the Manual command is given in section 2.3.5. 

The Type button in the helix operation pane can be used to get type information from 
objects. 
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Chapter 5 

Environment Variables 

Some useful environment variables may be set by the user: 

• *EXPAND-SORT*. The default value of this variable is T, and may be set 
to NIL. This is done by means of the Eval command. 
The text (setf *EXPAND-SORT* NIL) must be evaluated by the lisp inter
preter. If this variable is set to T, then sorts are expanded in pullup-menus. If 
not, then a sort specifier must first be selected before it can be expanded too . 

• *SHADOW-STRING*. The default shadow string is " ... ". It can be set to 
any other string by letting the command Eval evaluate the text (setf *SHADOW
STRING* STRING) where STRING is a lisp string, e.g. " ... ". 
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Chapter 6 

Creating a new Object World 

The Helix world always contains one object, the so called top object. This is the object 
<HHDL_PROGRAMS> which is a sequence of programs. This object allowes the user 
to create a number of HHDL modules and packages. A machine failure may however 
cause the destruction of the object world. This is why the creation of a new Helix 
world is explained. 

(This is only necessary if the function" (restart)" , used in the lisp environment, doesn't 
work.) First, all the files with an extension ".sav" must be removed from the world 
directory. Furthermore the file with the extension" .wrl" (the actual world) must be 
removed. After removing the old crashed world you have to restart the environment. 
The only object that is present in the world now is the object <ANY>, which is the 
set of all possible objects. Expand this object to an any-sequence, and expand the first 
two <ANY> objects to depositary-objects. Define the first depositary name as "kill 
his" , the second as "frame his". Select the field Command: in the Plane operations 
pane and enter the substring" define". Select the command define-kill-history, select 
the first depositary object and execute the define-kill-history command by selecting it. 
An analogue sequence of commands is used to define the frame history. After this the 
application "Helix2" has to be loaded. This is done with the LOAD-APPLICATION 
command, executed by means of the Command: field. If the application is loaded then 
you must expand the third <ANY> object. The system asks for a substring of the top 
object. Type something like "HHDL" and select the HHDL_PROGRAMS object from 
the list given by the environment. Use the command DEFINE- TOP to really define an 
object to be the top object. Do this by first selecting that object, and then executing 
the command. Save the world by means of the Save command, Quit, and start up the 
environment again. 
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Appendix A 

Type Specifications in HHDL 

<ENUMERATED_TYPE> : ('ENUMERATED "identl" "ident2" ... ) 

<BOOLEAN_TYPE> : 
<CHAR_TYPE> : 
<REAL_TYPE> : 
<INTEGER_TYPE> : 
<SEMAPHORE_TYPE> : 
<TEXT_TYPE> : 

<SUBRANGE_TYPE> : 

<POINTER_TYPE> : 

<RECORD_TYPE> : 

<REGISTER_TYPE> : 

<ARRAY_TYPE> : 

where" identl" "ident2" ... are unique enumerated 
constants of this type. 

('BOOLEAN) 
('CHAR) 
('REAL) 
('INTEGER) 
('SEMAPHORE) 
('TEXT) 

('SUBRANGE «INTEGER.TYPE> <INTEGER_TYPE») I 
('SUB RANGE «CHAR_TYPE> <CHAR_TYPE») I 
('SUBRANGE «ENUMERATED_TYPE> 
<ENUMERATED.TYPE> » 
where both enumerated types are the same type. 

(,POINTER "ident") 
where" ident" is a type specifier. 

(,SET <ENUMERATED.TYPE» I 
(,SET <SUBRANGE_TYPE» I 
(,SET <INTEGER_TYPE» I 
(,SET <CHAR_TYPE» 

('RECORD field-list) 
where field-list is a pairlist containing 
field-names and types 

(,REGISTER type-list) 
where type-list specifies a subrange type. 

(' ARRAY (simple-type*) component-type) 
where simple-type is a subrange type. 
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Appendix B 

HHDL BNF Syntax Specification 

<ABS> ::- "Abs(" <EXPRESSION> 11)11 

<ADD_OPERATOR> ::- <PLUS> I <MINUS> I <OR_OPERATOR> 

<AND-OPERATOR> :: "" II AND" . 

<ARCTAN> ::= "Arctan(II <EXPRESSION> II)" 

<ARRAY_INDICATOR> ::= "[,, <INDEXES_LIST> II)" 

<ARRAY_TYPE> ::= "ARRAY" "[" <INDEX_LIST> 11]11 "OF" <TYPE> 

<ASSIGN_STAT> :;= <VARIABLE_LIST> ":=" <EXPRESSION> 

<BITPACK> ::= "BitPack" . 

<BLOCK> ::= {<BLOCK_PART> }1 . 

<BLOCK_PART> ::= [ <LABEL_DECL_PART> ) 
[ <CONST_DEF_PART> ) 
[ <TYPE_DEF_PART> ) 
[ <VAR_DECL_PART> ) 
[ <PROC_FUNC_DECL_PART> ] 
<COMPOUND_STAT> 

<BOOLEAN_TYPE> ::= "BOOLEAN" . 

<CASE_ELEMENT> ::- <CASE_LABEL_LIST> ":" <STATEMENT> 

16 
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<CASE_LABEL_LIST> ::= {<CONSTANT> "." }1 

<CASE_OLSTAT> ::- "CASE" <EXPRESSION> 
"OF" [ <CASE_ELEMENT_LIST> ] 

[ ";" <OTHERWISE_CLAUSE> ] 
"END" 

<CBLOCK> ::= {<CBLOCK_PART> }1 

<CBLOCK_PART> ::= [ <DEFAULT_PART> ] 
[ <NET_REF_PART> ] 
[ <LABEL_DECL_PART> ] 
[ <CONST_DEF_PART> ] 
[ <TYPE_DEF_PART> J 
[ <VAR_DECL_PART> ] 
[ <PROC_FUNC_DECL_PART> ] 
[ <SUBP_DECL_PART> ] 
<MODEL_COMPOUND_STAT> ";" 

<CHAR> ::= (#\' (:ALT ALPHANUMERICP #\- #\' .\1 #\0 #\# #\$ #\% #\A ... ) #\') . 

<CHAR_TYPE> :: = "CHAR" . 

<CHECK_NET_LIST> :: .. {<IDENT> "." }1 

<CRR> :: .. "Chr(" <EXPRESSION> II)" 

<CLOCK_DEF> ::- "DEFAULT" . 

<CLOCK_DEF _PART> ::.. "CLOCK" {<CLOCK_LIST> ";" }1 ";" . 

<CLOCK_LIST> ::- <!DENT> "(,, <INTEGER> "." <INTEGER> II)" [<CLOCK_DEF>] 

<COMMENT> ::- (#\( #\* (:ALT #\* #\) (:SEQ STANDARD-CHAR-P») 

<COMPOUND_STAT> ::= "BEGIN" <STATEMENT_LIST> "END" 

<COMPTYPE> :: .. "COMPTYPE" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS_LIST> ] I';" <CBLOCK> 

<COMP_DEF_PART> ::= <COMPTlPE> I <TRANSLATOR> 

<CONCATENATION_OPERATOR> ::= "/I" . 

<CONSTANT> ::= <SIGNED_NUM> I <UNSIGNED_NUN> I <SIGNED_IDENT> I <IDENT> I 
<CHAR> I <STRING> I <TRUE> I <FALSE> 
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<CONSTANT_LIST> ::= "." (<CONSTANT> "." }1 

<CONST_DEF> ::= <IDENT> ":" <CONSTANT> 

" .. , . }1 ";" 

<COS> ::= "Cos(" <EXPRESSION> ")" 

<CURRTIME> ::= "CurrTime(" <IDENT> ")" 

<DEFAULT_DECL> .. = <IDENT> "=" <CONSTANT> 

<DEFAULT_PART> : : = "DEF AUL T" ( <DEFAULT _DECL> ";" }1 " .. , . 
<DELAY> ::= "DELAY" <EXPRESSION> 

<DESENSITIZE_STAT> ::= "DESENSITIZE(" <CHECK_NET_LIST> "),, 

<DETACH_STAT> ::. "DETACH" 

<DIV-OPERATOR> :: = "DIV" 

<DIVIDED> .. = "I" . 

<ELEMENT> ::= <SUBRANGE_EXPRESSION> I <EXPRESSION> 

<ELEMENT_LIST> ::- {<ELEMENT> 

<EMPTY> :: = "( * EMPTY *)" 

" " . }1. 

<ENUMERATED_TYPE> ::= "(,, <IDENT_LIST> "),, 

<EOF> ::= "Eof" [ "(,, <VARIABLE> "),, ] 

<EOLN> ::= "Eoln" [ "(II <VARIABLE> ")" ] 

<EQUAL> :: = "_" . 

<EXP> ::= "Exp(" <EXPRESSION> "),, 

<EXPRESSION> ::= <REL_EXP> I <SIMPLE_EXP> 

<EXPRESSION_IO_LENGTH> ::= <EXPRESSION> [ <IO_LENGTH> ] 

<EXPRESSION_LIST> .. = {<EXPRESSION_IO_LENGTH> "." }1 . 

<EXTERN_FUNCTION> . . = "FUNCTION" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS> ] 
"EXTERN" " .. , , 
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<EXTERN_PROCEDURE> ::. If PROCEDURE" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS> ] 
"EXTERN" 1f.1f . II '" . 

<FACTOR> ::= <TRUE> I <FALSE> I <PARENTHESIZED_EXPRESSION> I <SET_DENOTATION> 
<NOT_FACTOR> I <CHAR> I <STRING> I <NIL_DENOTATION> I 
<UNSIGNED_NUM> I <STANDARD_FUNCTION> I <FUNCTION_APPL_WITH_PARS> 
<VARIABLE> 

<FALSE> ::= "FALSE" . 

<FIELD_SELECTOR> ::= "." <IDENT> 

<FIXED_PART> :: • {<RECORD_SECTION> ";" }1 

<FORMAL_P ARMS> ::... II ( " { <FORMAL_P ARM_SEC> ";" } 1 If)" 

" .II , }1 "),, . 

<FORTRAN_FUNCTION> :: '" "FUNCTION" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS> ] 
"FORTRAN" ";" 

".11 <IDENT> 11.11 , 

<FORTRAN_PROCEDURE> ::- "PROCEDURE" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS> ] ";" "FORTRAN" 

<FORWARD_FUNCTION> ::'" "FUNCTION" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS> ] 
"FORWARD" ";" 

".11 <IDENT> 

<FORWARD_PROCEDURE> ::= "PROCEDURE" <IDENT> [<FORMAL_PARMS> ] 
"FORWARD" ";" 

" .,1 . 

" oil . 

11.11 , 

<FOR_DOWNTO_DO_STAT> ::= "FOR" <IDENT> ":=" <EXPRESSION> "DOWNTO" <EXPRESSION> 
"DO" <STATEMENT> 

<FOR_TO_DO_STAT> .. = "FORII <IDENT> ":=" <EXPRESSION> "TO" <EXPRESSION> 
"DO" <STATEMENT> 

<FUNCTION> .. = "FUNCTION" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS> ] [ II." <IDENT> ] ";11 <BLOCK> 
11.11 . 

<GOTO_STAT> ::= "GOTO" <INTEGER> 

<GREATER-DR-EQUAL> :: = ">-" . 
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<GREATER> ::= ">" . 

<HHDL_PROGRAMS> ::. II ..... "' ................................. " 

II HHDL-PROGRAMS " 
11.= ..................... == ..... = ...... " 

<HHDL_PROGS> ::- {<PROG> }1 . 

<IDENT> ::- (ALPHA-CHAR-P (:SEQ (:ALT ALPHANUMERICP #\_»> 

<IDENT_LIST> ::- {<IDENT> "." }1 . 

<IDENT_LIST __ IDENT> :: - <IDENLLIST> ":" <IDENT> 

<IF _THEN_ELSE_STAT> :: - "IF" <EXPRESSION> 
"THEN" <STATEMENT> 

( IIELSE" <STATEMENT> ] 

<IN-OPERATOR> ::. "IN" . 

<INDEXES _LIST> :: - {<EXPRESSION> "." }1 . 

<INDEX_LIST> :: - {<SIMPLE_TYPE> "." }1 . 

<INTEGER> ::- (:SEQ DIGIT-CHAR-P :MINlMUM 1) 

<INTEGER_TYPE> ::- "INTEGER" . 

<IOPACK> ::= "IoPack" 

<IO_LENGTH> :: .. " .II <INTEGER> 

<LABELLED_STAT> .. - <INTEGER> " .I, <UNLABELLED_STAT> 

<LABEL_DECL_PART> ::= "LABELII {<INTEGER> "." }1 

<LASTTIME> ::- "LastTimeC" <IDENT> ")" 

<LESS-DR-EQUAL> ::= "<=" . 

<LESS> :: ... "<,, 

<LN> ::= "Ln(" <EXPRESSION> II)" 

<LDGPACK> ::= "LogPack" . 
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<MBLOCK> ::= {<MBLOCK_PART> ";" }1 

<MBLOCK_PART> ::- [ <USE_PART> ] 
[ <LABEL_DECL_PART> ] 
[ <CONST_DEF_PART> ] 
[ <TYPE_DEF_PART> ] 
[ <NETTYPE_DECL_PART> ] 
[ <VAR_DECL_PART> ] 
[ <PROC_FUNC_DECL_PART> ] 
<COMPOUND_STAT> 

<MINUS-SIGN> ::= ,,-" 

<MINUS> ::= "_II . 

<MOD-OPERATOR> ::= "MOD" . 

<MODBLOCK> ::= {<MODBLOCK_PART> }1 

<MODBLOCK_PART> ::- [ <USE_PART>] 
[ <TIME_UNIT_STAT> ] 
[ <CONST_DEF_PART> ] 
[ <TYPE_DEF_PART> ] 
[ <NETTYPE_DECL_PART> ] 
[ <CLOCK_DEF_PART> ] 
<COMP_DEF_PART> 

<MODEL_STATEMENT_LIST> ::= {<MODEL_STATEMENT> ";" }1 . 

<MODEL_STRUCTURED_STAT> ::= <MODEL_COMPOUND_STAT> I <COND_STAT> 
<REPETITIVE_STAT> I <WITH_STAT> 

<MODEL_UNLABELLED_STAT> ::- <MODEL_STRUCTURED_STAT> I <ASSIGN_STAT> 
<GOTO_STAT> I <PREDEFINED_PROCEDURE> I <PROC_STAT> 
<NETASSIGN_STAT> I <WAITFOR_STAT> I 
<SENSITIZE_STAT> I <DESENSITIZE_STAT> I 
<DETACH_STAT> I <COMMENT> I <EMPTY> 

<MODULE> :: == "MODULE" <IDENT> II;" <MODBLOCK> 

<MULT_FACTOR> ::= <FACTOR> <MULT_OPERATOR> <TERM> 

<MULT_OPERATOR> ::= <CONCATENATION_OPERATOR> I <TIMES> I <DIVIDED> I 
<DIV-OPERATOR> I <MOD-OPERATOR> I <AND-OPERATOR> 
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<NETASSIGN_STAT> ::= "ASSIGN" [ <TRANSPORT> ] <INDEXES_LIST> "TO" <NET_ID_LIST> 
[ <TIMING_CLAUSE> ] 

<NETTYPE_DECL> :: - <IDENT> "_" <TYPE> 

<NETTYPE_DECL_PART> :: - "NETTYPE" {<NETTYPE_DECL> ";" }1 

<NETTYPE_DEF> :: = <lDENT_LIST> ":" <IDENT> 

<NELID_LIST> ::- {<IDENT> "," }1 . 

<NET_REF_PART> ::- [ <IN_NET_REF_LIST> ] 
[ <OUT_NET_REF_LIST> ] 
[ <BOTH_NET_REF_LIST> ] 
[ <INT_NET_REF_LIST> ] 

<NEW> ::- "New(" <VARIABLE> [ <CONSTANT_LIST> ] II)" 

<NIL_DENOTATION> ::- "NIL" 

<NOT-EQUAL> ::- "<>,, 

<NOT_DENOTATION> ::- "NOT" 

<NOT_FACTOR> ::- <NOT_DENOTATION> <FACTOR> 

<ODD> ::= "Odd(" <EXPRESSION> "),, 

<ORD> :: - "Orde" <EXPRESSION> ,,)" 

<OR_OPERATOR> ::= "OR" 

" .. , . 

<OTHERWISE_CLAUSE> .. = "OTHERWISE" <STATEMENT> [ <SEMICOLON> ] 

<PACK> ::= <IDENT> <REG_PACK> I <BITPACK> <LOGPACK> <UTL_PACK> 
<DR_PACK> I <RND_PACK> <STRPACK> <IOPACK> 

<PACKAGE> :;- "PACKAGE" <IDENT> ";" <MBLOCK> " " 

<PAGE> ::= "Page(" <VARIABLE> II)" 

<PARENTHESIZED_EXPRESSION> ::- "(II <EXPRESSION> ")" 

<PLUS-SIGN> ::= "+" 

<PLUS> ::= "+" . 

<POINTER_DEREFERENCE> .. = II-II 
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<PRED> ::= "Pred(" <EXPRESSION> "),, 

<PREDEFINED_FUNCTION> ::= <CURRTIME> <RECALL> I <LASTTIME> I <ABS> I <SQR> 
<SQRT> I <SIN> I <COS> I <ARCTAN> I <EXP> I <LN> I 
<ODD> I <EOLN> I <EOF> I <TRUNC> I <ROUND> I <ORD> 
<SUCC> I <PRED> I <CRR> 

<PREDEFINED_PROCEDURE> :;- <NEW> <RESET> I <REWRITE> I <PAGE> I <READ> I 
<WRITE> I <READLN> I <WRITELN> 

<PROCEDURE> : : - "PROCEDURE" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS> ] ":" <BLOCK> " -I' . 
<PROC_FUNC> ::= <PROCEDURE> I <FUNCTION> I <FORWARD_PROCEDURE> I 

<FORWARD_FUNCTION> I <EXTERN_PROCEDURE> I <EXTERN_FUNCTION> 
<FORTRAN_PROCEDURE> I <FORTRAN_FUNCTION> 

<PROC_STAT> ::- <IDENT> [ 11(" <EXPRESSION_LIST> "),, ] 

<PROG> ::- <PROGRAM> 

<PROGRAM> ::= <MODULE> I <PACKAGE> 

<QUALIFIER> ::= <CHECK_LIST> I <TIMING_CLAUSE> 

<READ> ::= "Reade" <VARIABLE_LIST> "),, 

<READLN> ::= "Readln" [ "(,, <VARIABLE_LIST> II)" ] 

<REAL> ::'"' «:SEQ DIGIT-CHAR-P :MINIMUM 1) (:ALT (#\. # #) ("e" # #») . 

<REAL_TYPE> ::- "REAL" 

<RECALL> ::= "Recall(" <IDENT> II)" 

<RECORD_SECTION> :: .. <IDENT_LIST> ":" <TYPE> 

<RECORD_TYPE> ::= "RECORD" [ <FIELD_LIST> ] "END" 

<REC_VAR_LIST> ::- {<VARIABLE> "." }1 . 

<REG_IDENT_TYPE> ::= "REGISTER" "[" <IDENT> "],, 

<REG_SUBRANGE_TYPE> ::= "REGISTER" "[,, <SUBRANGE_TYPE> "]" 
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<REL_OPERATOR> ::= <EQUAL> I <NOT-EQUAL> I <LESS-DR-EQUAL> I <LESS> I 
<GREATER-DR-EQUAL> I <GREATER> I <IN-OPERATOR> 

<REPEAT_UNTIL_STAT> ::= "REPEAT" <STATEMENT_LIST> "UNTIL" <EXPRESSION> 

<REPETITIVE_STAT> ::- <WHILE_DO_STAT> I <REPEAT_UNTIL_STAT> I <FOR_TO_DO_STAT> 
<FOR_DOWNTO_DO_STAT> 

<RESET> ::= "Reset(" <VARIABLE> "),, 

<REWRITE> ::- "Rewrite(" <VARIABLE> "),, 

<ROUND> ::. "Round(" <EXPRESSION> ")" 

<S-EXP> ::= "Given" . 

<SELECTORS> ::- {<VARIABLE_SELECTOR> }1 . 

<SEMAPHORE_TYPE> ::= "SEMAPHORE" 

<SEMICOLON> :: = ";" . 

<SENSITIZE_STAT> ::- "SENSITIZE(" <CHECK_NET_LIST> "),, 

<SET_DENOTATION> .. = "[" [ <ELEMENT_LIST>] "]" 

<SET_TYPE> ::= "SET" "OF" <SIMPLE_TYPE> 

<SIGN> ::= <PLUS-SIGN> I <MINUS-SIGN> 

<SIGNAL_STAT> ::= "SIGNAL(" <IDENT> "),, 

<SIGNED_IDENT> ::= <SIGN> <IDENT> 

<SIGNED_NUM> ::= <SIGN> <UNSIGNED_NUM> 

<SIGNED_TERM> ::= [ <SIGN>] <TERM> 

<SIMPLE_EXP> ::= <ADDING_SIMPLE> <SIGNED_TERM> 

<SIMPLE_TYPE> ::= <BOOLEAN_TYPE> <CHAR_TYPE> I <REAL_TYPE> I <INTEGER_TYPE> 
<SEMAPHORE_TYPE> I <TEXT_TYPE> I <ENUMERATED_TYPE> I 
<SUBRANGE_TYPE> I <IDENT> 

<SIN> .. = "Sin(" <EXPRESSION> "),, 
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<SQR> ::= "Sqr(" <EXPRESSION> II)" 

<SQRT> ::= "Sqrt(" <EXPRESSION> 11)11 

<STANDARD_FUNCTION> ::= <PREDEFINED_FUNCTION> 

<STATEMENT> ::= <LABELLED_STAT> I <UNLABELLED_STAT> 

<STATEMENT_LIST> ::= {<STATEMENT> ";" }1 . 

<STRING> ::- (#\' (:SEQ (:ALT ALPHANUMERICP #\- #\' #\! #\0 #\# #\$ #\% #\ •... ) 
:MINIMUM 0) #\') . 

<STRPACK> ::- "StrPack" 

<STRUCTURED_STAT> ::= <COMPOUND_STAT> I <COND_STAT> I <REPETITIVE_STAT> I 
<WITH_STAT> 

<SUBP_COMPOUND_STAT> ::- "BEGIN" <SUBP_STATEMENLLIST> "END" 

<SUBP_DECL_PART> ::= "SUBPROCESS" {<SUBP_DECL> }1 . 

<SUBP_STATEMENT_LIST> ::= {<SUBP_STATEMENT> ";" }1 . 

<SUBP_STRUCTURED_STAT> ::= <SUBP_COMPOUND_STAT> , <COND_STAT> 
<REPETITIVE_STAT> I <WITH_STAT> 

<SUBP_UNLABELLED_STAT> .,= <SUBP_STRUCTURED_STAT> , <ASSIGN_STAT> 
<GOTO_STAT> I <PREDEFINED_PROCEDURE> I <PROC_STAT> 
<NETASSIGN_STAT> I <WAITFOR_STAT> I <WAIT_STAT> I 
<SIGNAL_STAT> I <COMMENT> I <EMPTY> 

<SUBRANGE_EXPRESSION> ::= <EXPRESSION> " .. " <EXPRESSION> 

<SUBRANGE_INDICATOR> ::= "[" <EXPRESSION> ".,11 <EXPRESSION> 11]11 

<SUBRANGE_TYPE> ::= <CONSTANT> ".,11 <CONSTANT> 

<SUCC> ;;= "Succ(" <EXPRESSION> II)" 

<SYMLAYER> ;;= "Given" 

<SIMSET> ::= "Given" . 
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<SYNC> ::= "SYNC" [ <!DENT>] [ "PHASE" <EXPRESSION> ] 

<TAG_FIELD> :: 1111 [ <IDENT> ":" ] <!DENT> 

<TERM> ::= <MULT_FACTOR> I <FACTOR> 

<TEXT> ::= {<STRING> }1 . 

<TEXT_TYPE> ::- "TEXT" 

<TIMES> ::= "*" 

<TIME_UNIT_STAT> ::- "TIMEUNITS" <INTEGER> 

<TIMING_CLAUSE> ::= <DELAY> I <SYNC> 

" .. , 
I 

<TRANSLATOR> ::- "TRANSLATOR" <IDENT> [ <FORMAL_PARMS_LIST> ] ";" <CBLOCK> 

<TRANSMIT_TO> ::- <IDENT> II-II "TRANSMIT" <EXPRESSION> <QUALIFIER> 
" TO" <VARIABLE> [ <TIMING_CLAUSE> ] 

<TRANSPORT> ::= "TRANSPORT" 

<TRUE> :: == "TRUE" . 

<TRUNC> ::= "Trunc(II <EXPRESSION> II)" 

<TYPE> ::- <SIMPLE_TYPE> I <STRUCTURED_TYPE> I <POINTER_TYPE> 

<TYPE_DEF> ::- <IDENT> "=" <TYPE> 

II .. ' 
I 

<UNLABELLED_STAT> ::- <STRUCTURED_STAT> I <ASSIGN_STAT> I <GOTO_STAT> I 
<PREDEFINED_PROCEDURE> I <PROC_STAT> I <NETASSIGN_STAT> 
<WAITFOR_STAT> I <COMMENT> I <EMPTY> 

<UNSIGNED_NOM> ::= <REAL> I <INTEGER> 

<UPON_DO> ::- <IDENT> fI_II "UPON" <EXPRESSION> <QUALIFIER> 
" DO" <SUBP_STATEMENT> ";" 

<USE_PART> - -= "USE" {<PACK> "," }1 ";" 

<VARIABLE> --= <IDENT> [ <SELECTORS> ] 
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<VARIABLE_LIST> ::., {<VARIABLE> "." } 1 . 

<VARIABLE_SELECTOR> ::- <ARRAY_INDICATOR> I <POINTER_DEREFERENCE> I 
<SUBRANGE_INDICATOR> I <FIELD_SELECTOR> 

<VARIANT_LIST> :: '" {<VARIANT _SECTION> ";" }1 ". II . 
<VARIANT_PART> ::- "CASE" <TAG_FIELD>" OF" [ <VARIANT_LIST> ] 

t1dt <!DENT> 

<VAR_LIST> ::- <IDENT_LIST> ":" <TYPE> 

<WAITFOR_STAT> ::= "WAITFOR" [ <EXPRESSION> ] <QUALIFIER> 

<WAILSTAT> ::- "WAIT(" <!DENT> ")" 

<WHILE_DO_STAT> ::- "WHILE" <EXPRESSION> "DO" <STATEMENT> 

<WRITE> ::- "Write{" <EXPRESSION_LIST> ")" 

<WRITELN> ::- tlWriteln" ( "(" <EXPRESSION_LIST> ")" ] 
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Appendix C 

Plane Operations 

SELECT-APPLICATION 
DEfIME-APPLICAIIOM 

.'-;-;-~;';;".J] ( Mode I ( Create) \"",;";"';';";'.J 

Helix operations ~ 

~ 
Index • 

Text window control 

, Focus contro 1 
<SUBP.DECL.PART) 

Up J( l50wn 

Leh ]( Right 

Search: 

Focus operations 

I:.pand ]( K111 

Remove )( i!'rame 

~e~ore )[ A her 

~opy J( Yank 

ODULE adder 

OilPTYPE Add! 

FUNCTION count 
FROCEDURE delay 

UBPRQtESS 
PON DO carry 
PON DO no.carry 
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Appendix D 

Text Window Control 

Plane operations 
Ccmnana: 

He 1 i. ope rat ions 

( Quit ] ( Salle ) ( Mode ) ( Create I ( Select) [ Write ] [ Clear] 
fi Ie: * 

Selectea the <SUBP_DECL_PART> on the key F, 

~ 
~ 

Index * 

d~ l~~-f [L£ bO 
1 11+ 

WRITE-FILE 
[ t 

.. 
Focus control -~ODULE adder 
<SUBP_DECL_PART) 

Ol!PTYPE Addl 

( Op )( ticxun ) FUNCTION : count 
PROCEDURE : delay 

( [eh )[ "igFit J 
SUBPROJ,:ESS 

Search: ~POW DO : carry 
POW DO : no_carry 

Focus operations 

I ~,pand )( Ki 11 1 

( ~emove 11 rrame ) 

( ~ej!ore II Aher ) 

( Copy )( Yank ) 
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Appendix E 

Focus Control 

Plane operations ( Ouit )( !:ave )( !!lode ]( ~reate ) ( ~elect ) ( Write )( ~'ear ) 
COOIIIand: File: • NIL is not a cOOIIIand, 

Heli~ operations 

~ anua 
Index • 

TeKt window control r 6E3@E3 tore nsert . .. .. 
'" , , 

. 
ODULE adder 

( SIIADOW-fOCUS 
FULL·fOCUS OMPTYPE Mdl 

Ie 
DISPLAY·OPTIOMALS 
DE SCRIIIE -CLASS UNCTION : count 
DESCRIIIE-SORI ROCEDURE : delay 

Ie COUNT ·LIIiES 
COUNT-OUECTS 

UBPRQ"CESS 
Search: JPOl'S DO : carry 

J,.,ON DO : no.carry 

Focus operations 

( ~xpand JI Kill ) 

( ~emove )[ I!'rame ) 

( ~e1ore )( Aher ) 

( ~opy )( 'iank ) 

.' 
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Appendix F 

Search 

Plane operations 
COII11land; 

Quit ] ( Save 1 ( Mode ) ( Create) ( Select) ( Write ) [ Clear 
Fj 18; • NIL is not a command. 

Helix operations ~ 

~ 
Index • 

Text window control 

--cD - ----. -.--.. ----- -

Focus control 
<SUBP.OECL.PART> 

o DULE add~Il' 

"OJolPTYPE Addt 

s 

Up )( bwn FUNCTION 
PROCEDURE 

left J( RIght 

,UBP..)'.OCESS 
N DO 

NEXT ·MElA 
PREVI OUS .... £T II 
lI£lIl-PAlM I TI VE 
PREVIOUS-PRIMITIVE 
IIEKT-FAAME 
PREVIOUS-FRAME 
P"Il-MATCH-FOR~RD 

PHIl-MATCH-8ACkWARD 

Before J( After 

Copy )( Yank 

N 00 

count 
delay 
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Appendix G 

Focus Operations 

Plane operations ( Quit ) ( Sa~e J ( Mode ) I Create 1 [ Select) ( Write ) ( Clear 
COIm1and: F i1 e : + 

Helix operations 

NIL Is not a command. 

C2E) 
~ 

Inde_ 
+ 

Text window control 

-------------------~--

focus contro 1 ODUI..E adder 
<SUBP _DECL_PARl> 

OltPTY f'E Add 1 

Op )( l:iown 
FUNCTION count 
PROCEDURE delay 

Ceh H RigFit 

UBPJWCESS 
Search: PON DO carry 

JPON DO no_carr 

Focus operat ior. ... WRIlt-O&JECT 
INSERT -FILE 

~.pand SElECT-PATTERN 
SHOW-PATHRM 

Remove rame 

Before 1I After 

Copy )( Yank 
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Appendix H 

Meta Example 

Plane operat ions ( Ouit ) ( ~ave ) I Mode ) ( i'::reate ) ( ~e 1 ect ) ( Wnte ]( ~1ear ] 
CCIm1and: File: • This (MOOEl_lABELlED_STAT> is not a meta ,:>bject, I can't expand it. 

Heli. operations 

~ Manua 
Index • 

Text Wind~r ~ 

6ffiB tore nsert . .. .. 
Focus control ·~ODULE adder; 
( IDENT> 

f,JSE < PACK); 
( Dp )[ !lawn ) IHEUNITS (INTEGER>; 

~ONST <CONST_DEr>; 
YFE (TYPE-DEr>; 

( Leh )( Right ) ~ETTYPE (NETTYFE_DECL); 
'LOCK <CLOCK_LIST>: 

Search: OHPTYPE Addl; 
0EFAULT (DEFAULT_DECL); 
INWARD <NETTYPE_DEF): 

Focus operations VAR <VAR_LIST>: 

( ~xpand ]( Kjll )1 FUNCTION~ 
:<BLOCK); 

( Ilemove ]( rrCime II UBFROCESS 
<SUBI' _DECL) 

( ~e1ore )[ Aher ) 
BEGIN 

( ~opy )[ Yarlk ) (HODEL_STATEHENT); 
(HODEL_STATEMENT) 

END: 

: 
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Appendix I 

Medium Mode 

Plane operations ( Ouit ) ( ~aye ) ( Mode l ( ~reate ) ( ~'ect ) ( Ifrite )( 1:1ear 1 
Coornand: File: • Found a (IDEN1), out the frame is not empty, 

Helix operations 

~ Manua 
Index • 

, 1ext ",inda.. control ~ 
~[ Eval 

, tore If Inser t 
! .. .. 

, Focus contra 1 '~ODULE adder 
( IDEN1) 

.OHPTYPE Add! 

( Up )( !'lawn ) FUNCTION count : 
PROCEDURE : delay 

[ Eeh J{ Right ) 
:SUBPROCESS 

Search: ~PON DO : ~ ,",PON DO : no_carry 

Focus operations 

I ~xpand )( ~11' ) 

, ( ~emove )( rrame ) 

( lie?ore Ir After 

[ ~opy H Yank 

: 
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Appendix J 

Mouse Right Button 

Plane operations 
Command; 

( Qu it J [ Save ] \..[ ...;.;,MO;.,;d;.;,9--1 """':";";";"";';"...J 

Helj. operations 

Focus control 
<SU6P_OECL_PARi/ 

Dp 11 Down 

Leh J( Right 

Search; 

Focus operations 

txpand J[ I<i " 

Remove ]( rrame 

~el'ore )( After 

Cop), )[ Yank 

File. • NIL is not a command 

~ 
~ 

Index • 

oeU!..E adder 

OKPIlrPJ;; Mdl 

fUNCTION 
PROCEDURE 

UBPjiOCESS 
PON DO 
PON DO 

count 
de lay 
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Select) I \lint" ] [ Clear 

.. 
REMOYE-HEMEln .. 

... IIiSERT-AFlER .. 
fRAME-OeJECT .. 
PARSE-OeJECT .. 
YANk-MATCN .. 
COPY-OaUCr 
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